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Lower yourself into a unique True Whirlpool bath, get comfortable, and turn on
the strategically positioned whirlpool jets to create delicious streams of warm
water that will relax your body and clear your mind. Feel the soothing swirl of
motion around you, creating a cushion of waves that relieves pressure on your
joints and muscles. The turbulence and buoyancy of the warm water help ease
discomfort and reduce muscle stiffness. Enjoy a more restful sleep after the water
has washed away all your aches and pains and left you feeling completely and
utterly refreshed.
(Backjets are sold separately).

FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF TRUE WHIRLPOOL
Pearl Series professional hydrotherapy action creates a
soothing swirl of motion. Its patented jets use the Venturi
effect to create more air bubbles that are uniformly sized
and remain suspended in the water stream much longer,
resulting in an enhanced massage experience.
Powerful jets circulate up to 30 gallons of water per minute.

Why True Whirlpool is the Most Hygienic Whirlpool System
1. Pearl Series Jet Check Valve Technology
The Venturi jet includes a check valve helping to prevent
water from entering the air tubing of the system which
could lead to bacteria build-up.
2. Complete Rinse Cycle
A complete rinse cycle can be performed on the True
Whirlpool system in order to clean the piping.
Jet Check Valve

3. Self-Drainage System
The True Whirlpool piping is installed for self-drainage
ensuring that water does not remain in the system.
Okapi ™
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®

(For all bathtubs)

Our perimeter air injection system is simply the best on the market. Aerofeel rides the wellness wave with individual quiet airjets and
check valves providing immaculate purity. Intelligently positioned around the interior wall and in the tub’s backrest, tiny openings create a
gentle rippling massage, caressing your skin and cradling your body from head to toe. And to complete this therapeutic heaven, Aerofeel
also includes an oval-shaped heated backrest—imagine a warm sensation across your shoulders and neck. Centre each of your senses
through delightful relaxation and wellness.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF AEROFEEL
A

36-59 perimeter quiet airjets with check valves intelligently positioned to provide
a gentle rippling, caressing massage

B

Pre-warmed air pushed through an FDA (Food and Drug Administration) tube
bringing you the most hygienic system on the market

C

Oval-shaped heated backrest providing you a warm sensation across your
shoulders and neck. 5-6 airjets in the back

D

Drying cycle starts automatically 20 minutes after each bath session whether you
use the system or not

E

Retro-lit digital control with electronic timer and multi-speeds, water detector
safety block, temperature detector and 2-3 memory settings for personalized
massage action

F

Gentle, cradling massage for total body experience and up to 35 % quieter than
competitive systems

A Retro-Lit Digital Control:
• A display screen that provides information such as
water temperature, the remaining massage time, the
water level and a control for the various therapies
• A therapy memory function with up to three memory
MAAX
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Combined Systems
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• Hydrofeel/Aerofeel on Urban, Optik, Aiiki and Aigo series

C

• Hydromax/Aerofeel
Roll the benefits of both systems into a single one at the same time,
drawing on both the power of water and the mildness of air to give
you all the therapeutic benefits any bath could ever provide. The
best of both worlds.
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HOW AEROFEEL WORKS
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Perimeter air system by MAAX: Technology. Hygiene. Purity. MAAX perimeter air system incorporates the most hygienic and quietest design
on the market by far, relying on three key components developed by our engineers to ensure a most exhilarating experience of wellness.
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1. Advanced check valve technology
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The quiet air injectors used in our perimeter air system feature a check valve system

FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF PERIMETER AIR
TECHNOLOGY
MAAX
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to ensure water does not flow back into the system. When air is pushed through
the airjets, the valve is opened, and a relaxing ripple effect is created in the tub.
When the air blower shuts off, the valve activates, preventing backflow of water and
keeping the system dry.
Soothing oils and even exotic mud bath preparations can enhance your daily
massage session.
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The system’s automatic drying cycle activates 20 minutes after each bath session
the channel
(whether the system is used or not), purging any water droplets that may be left on the
outside of the air injectors, limiting deposits.
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The reliable technology behind MAAX systems ensures that you enjoy a hygienic,
gentle and relaxing massage.
3. FDA-approved feeding tube
Non-porous, waterproof piping is used to distribute air to the injectors. Compliant with
strict U.S. Food and Drug Administration standards, the pipe material guaranteesAir
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be summed up in one word: perfect!
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